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Author’s response to reviews:

Greetings, Attached, you will find the requested revisions. The following changes were made:- Reformatted the abstract so that a) it is under 350 words and b) it removes the Implementation and Discussion section headers. Portion of Implementation were folded into the background (please see below).- Added the relevant IRB approval number to the ethics approval section in "Declarations"- Added a statement that all authors have read and approved the manuscript, and verified that this is the case.- Renamed "sample.mc" and "sample.txns" to "sample.mc.csv" and "sample.txns.txt" so that they may freely edited with common spreadsheet software.- Removed response letter and the annotated form of the manuscript per the editor's request. We attempted to contact the assistant editor on 3/29/2019 (the day that we received the decision letter) to request clarification on some of the requirements, particularly with respect to refactoring the abstract. This message was received by Danica Natividad, who forwarded this message to this journal's contact for advice. We have not yet received word from the journal, but have nonetheless submitted to comply with the deadline (we are -5 GMT). The assistant editor's advice is still welcome, however, and we will be happy to make whatever changes are still deemed necessary.